Transportation Action Items

☐ I use a bicycle instead of a motorized vehicle.
- The Office of Sustainability holds Second Hand Bike Sales in the fall. Check out our [events calendar](#) and search Secondhand Bike Sale for up to date information.

- Bike Shops Near Temple

☐ I walk or roll most places in order to avoid producing carbon emissions.
- [SEPTA Transit Network Map](#)

☐ I don’t own a personal vehicle and instead use car share when I need to use a vehicle.

☐ I have participated in the Walk Audit Training or another pedestrian advocacy program including walking or rolling along one of Philly’s outdoor trail networks.

☐ I have taken the Urban Riding Basics course.
- [Office of Sustainability Events](#)

☐ I have learned bike mechanic skills (such as fixing a flat, safety and brake check) at one of the Bike Temple pop-ups.
- [Office of Sustainability Events](#)
Further Learning

- Philly transportation needs a universal way to measure racial equity | Opinion, the Philadelphia Inquirer
- PUBLIC TRANSIT IN PHILADELPHIA IS AN ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE ISSUE, Philadelphia Climate Works
- The Philadelphia Transit Plan: A Vision for 2045, the City of Philadelphia